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MEDIA RELEASE
CHEMICAL REACTIONS MIRROR LIFE SITUATIONS;
THE SOLUTIONS TO OUR PROBLEMS MAY LIE IN SOLUTIONS
By Virginia Vickers Braun
Office of University Relations
University of Montana
MISSOULA--

Richard Field can take a few chemicals, mix them up, and, from watching what
happens, tell you a lot about rabbits and foxes.

Gazing into the chemicals, he

also can tell you about things as apparently different as heart attacks, population
ecology, inflation, and the scientific arguments concerning the origin of life.
Field, a pfty^ical chemist at the University of Mont^pfr', is one of a handful of
scientists in the world^tofcQare experts in the^fr^Td of oscillating chemical reac
tions, which are amohg the mostn^opl&x^reactions where one substance is converted
into another, such as theJjuftfTng of woo^Sc a stove, oscillating reactions appear
to stop, back up.^arTa then go forward again.

WhaTSsinvol ved is a process called

"delayed negcTfive feedback."
Simply put, what happens is that when the chemicals are mixed, a change occurs.
After some delay, this change causes the buildup of a counterbalancing force that
causes the solution to change back to its original state.

What you actually see

is a solution that flashes back and forth from red to blue.
"It's a great party conversation piece," Field says.
The oscillations will continue as long as there is sufficient chemical fuel
remaining in the solution to drive the reactions; that is, as long as the solution
is sufficiently far away from chemical equilibrium.

Once the fuel is used up, the

solution achieves a state of chemical equilibrium and nothing further happens.
(over)

Oscillating Reactions--add one

Field uses populations of rabbits and foxes to illustrate the principle of
delayed negative feedback and to show how the oscillating reactions apply to other
types of natural phenomena:
"Suppose there is a plain in eastern Montana that gets plenty of sunshine (fuel)
and rain.

In the spring vegetation grows, rabbits eat the grass and reproduce.

Soon there is an explosion of rabbits.
to eat the rabbits.
quite rapidly.

Foxes, attracted to the food supply, begin

As the foxes multiply, the rabbit population begins to dwindle

Eventually there are too many foxes for the available food supply,

and the fox population also decreases.

With fewer foxes, the rabbits make a come

back, and the process repeats itself in an oscillating cycle."
In the above example, the ecological system is far from equilibrium.

"If the

sun stopped shining, you'd end up with no rabbits and no foxes," Field said.

Both

the oscillating chemical reactions and the oscillating populations, he said, are
described mathematically in terms of differential equations so they can be meaning
fully compared.

Because the two equations are very similar, what Field sees in the

laboratory can be applied to both situations.

Thus, he said, experiments with

chemical reactions can lea\ to conclusions that ought to be true in the biological
system.

And, he added, "It's a lot easier to experiment with chemicals than with

rabbits and foxes."
Scientific inquiry into the puzzling chemical reactions is a fairly recent
development.

Two Russians, B.P. Belousov and A.M. Zhabotinsky, wrote about the

reactions in the late

50s and '60s, but their work was not recognized in the West

until Ilya Prigogine, a Belgian scientist, developed the theory of oscillating
reactions and began looking for examples.

Prigogine received the 1977 Nobel Prize

in chemistry for his efforts.
At that time, however, the exact chemistry of how the reactions oscillated
was not known.

In 1972, Field, who learned of the reactions while working at

the University of Oregon with Richard M. Noyes, solved the mystery of what was
(more)

Oscillating Reactions--add two

chemically taking place and published his results.

Two years later, he explained

the chemistry of a related phenomenon, traveling waves of chemical activity,
which are very similar to nerve impulses.
standing more about the behavior of

His work has proved useful in under

nerve impulses and heart fibrillations.

Field's research has philosophical as well as practical implications.

"It is

sometimes argued that the second law of thermodynamics precludes both oscillating
chemical reactions and the spontaneous development of life," he said.

According to

this law, all things tend spontaneously to disorder rather than order.
"This is true over the long term for the universe as a whole or isolated por
tions of it," Field said.

"However, it is not true for a far-from-equilibrium

part of the universe like the sun-drenched earth."
Indeed, results from Field's and other peoples' research on oscillating chem
ical reactions suggest that the development of complex chemical organization in an
environment like the earth's is the natural state of things.
"Its occurraice is not a matter of probability, it is a matter of certainty,"
Field said.
Fueled by the energy the earth receives

from the sun, small molecules will

organize themselves into large molecules and these can be expected to organize
themselves into organisms, he said.
"The oscillating chemical reactions help us understand how life may have
developed on earth purely as a result of physical laws," Field said.

"However,"

he added, "such philosophical insights are not proof that that is the way it ac
tually happened.

It does give us something to think about, though."

Field, who has been at the University of Montana since 1975, is trying to
expand the usefulness of his research and to discover new oscillating reactions.
His work has already had practical implications in industrial and medical lab
oratories.

Also his model of oscillating reactions can be applied to human social

interactions in which delayed negative feedback causes certain behaviors to oscillate.
(over)

This is a duplicate of a release sent 1/22/82.

Please make the following

corrections:

Substitute for page 1, paragraph 2:
Field, a physical chemist at the University of Montana, is one of a handful of
scientists in the world who are experts in the field of oscillating chemical reactions,
which are among the most complex reactions understood by science.

Unlike most

chemical reactions where one substance is converted into another, such as the burning
of wood in a stove, oscillating reactions appear to stop, back up, and then go forward
again.

What's involved is a process called "delayed negative feedback."

Add one, paragraph 3, line 7:
lean" should read

lead

